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fly Drosophila.  Our joint teaching of a research apprenticeship 
in 2003 brought us to FHL and gave us our first opportunity to 
apply our ideas and techniques from insect metamorphosis to 
life history strategies of their marine relatives, the Crustacea.  
However, this interest in marine invertebrates was put into 
dormancy in 2007 when we moved to the Janelia research 
campus of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute in northern 
Virginia. 

This summer our return to the Northwest, with funds and 
equipment from HHMI, allows us to rekindle our interest in 
the metamorphosis of marine invertebrates at FHL.  Our initial 
targets are crustaceans such as crabs, shrimp and barnacles.  We 
intend to use new imaging systems to explore the hormonal 
strategies that underlie different metamorphic patterns and 
the cellular adaptations, especially to the nervous system, that 
accompany diverse metamorphic lifestyles.    n

At first sight, metamorphosis seems to violate a major 
tenant of our world view.  Our earliest personal experiences are 
rooted in the conviction that the world around us is relatively 
stable.  When we see change in the natural world, we expect it 
to be gradual; there is no way that a snake we see on one day 
should turn into a bird on the next!  The fact that a caterpillar 
transforms into a butterfly or a pluteus larva becomes a sea 
urchin is not easy to grasp when you are young.  Indeed, in the 
history of human thought, the “spontaneous generation” of 
certain life forms seemed more reasonable than the notion that 
limbless maggots could turn into flies.  This notion is seen in the 
instructions from the Latin poet Ovid that leaving a dead ox in a 
field could produce a hive of bees!  

In fact, the dramatic transformations that we call meta- 
morphosis not only exist, they are the most common life 
history strategies seen amongst animals. Metamorphosis’ 
existence immediately brings up the questions of why such a 
bizarre strategy and how does it come about?  The “why” of 
metamorphosis differs amongst animal groups but always 
revolves around the universal needs of growth, dispersal and 
reproduction.  In the crustaceans and other marine inverte-
brates, metamorphosis is an ancient, ancestral strategy in which 
a specialized larval stage allows controlled dispersal in the 
plankton, and most growth then occurs post-metamorphosis.  
In insects, the group that we have studied through most of our 
respective careers, metamorphosis evolved relatively recently 
after the insects took to the air.  The adult stage became the 
main dispersal mode, while growth occurred before dispersal 
in the specialized larval stage. 

Our personal focus has been on the “how” of metamor-
phosis: what are the control systems that trigger and regulate 
metamorphic transitions, and what are the cellular changes 
that occur during this transition?   With our work on the insects, 
we explored the hormonal systems that regulate growth and 
metamorphosis in the tobacco hornworm moth and the fruit 
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Lynn and Jim, back at FHL and wearing their swag.  
photo: Kathleen Ballard
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Please consider becoming an FHL Adopt-a-Student sponsor! 
For more information about 2017 sponsorships or the Adopt-a-Student 

Endowed Fund (with matching funds available), contact Rachel 
Anderson at rachelea@uw.edu or by phone at 206-616-0760.

There are very few things we can do that are more 
satisfying to our souls than to help young people develop 
their careers.  For this reason, the Adopt-A-student 
program is our favorite form of FHL support.

some years back, Friday Harbor Labs surveyed their 
“alumni” on what role the Labs played in their studies 
and career path.  The almost-universal response was that 
their time at FHL provided epiphany-like experiences that 
opened new academic vistas to them.  They were treated 
as young, important adults with worthwhile thoughts and 
viewpoints.  They gained confidence in asking scientific 
questions and designing research modes to confirm their 
assumptions.  They experienced a new camaraderie with 
students and professionals in their academic world.  Most 
followed phD career paths in the marine sciences, some 
found themselves in the medical field, and a few became 
professionals in other fields.  But all were energized by their 
time at FHL.  This is confirmed as succeeding generations 
of alums (who now are professors/researchers) bring 
their students back to the Labs so that they too can be 
transformed into inspired academics.

I had the good fortune to join the FHL Advancement 
Board approximately seven years ago. As with any growing 
organization, there are numerous opportunities for 
support at FHL;  but no matter what other need might 
currently have priority status, we always include the Adopt-
A-student program in our giving plans.  

Each year we look forward to meeting a student we 
have aided through Adopt-A-student.  It is such a pleasure 
to listen to them talk about what they hope to achieve. 
some are very young, some mature.  They may come from 
foreign countries.  We have received postcards from France 
and Italy from students who have returned to their home 
countries.  All are full of enthusiasm and energy.  They are 
optimistic about contributing to making the world a better 
place for us and all of earth’s creatures.  We know that our 
support is just one boost on this long journey they are 
undertaking.  But we also know that it may be supporting 
the most important leg of their journey!    n

-A-sTUDENTAdopt
by Laura Long
FHL Advancement Board member

“Thanks to the kindness of the Longs, I was able to 
spend five amazing weeks in one of the most beautiful 
“classrooms” in the world.  The immersive experience 
granted me direct access to the tools and materials 
needed for me to design my own research project.  This, 
coupled with the opportunity of working alongside 
world-renowned scientists, sharing their knowledge and 
experiences, made my time at FHL truly remarkable; and 
something I will forever cherish as a bright spot in my 
academic career.” 

  — Amy Haymond, UW 

“I am so grateful for the opportunities provided to me by 
the FHL Adopt-a-student program.  The Fish Functional 
Morphology course profoundly advanced my knowledge 
as a science professional and afforded me countless 
opportunities to network with peers and practice 
discussing my research in both formal and informal 
settings.  I am eternally appreciative for the confidence 
that this course instilled in me and for the diverse skill set 
that I acquired.” 
  — Samantha Leigh, UC Irvine

“My field experience at Friday Harbor Labs is one that I 
will look back on fondly; learning skills and techniques 
that I will use in my career.  My studies, experiences, 
and friendships would not have been possible without 
the help of my professors and the FHL Adopt-a-student 
program.  I am grateful for the assistance they provided.  
Without it I would have missed out on all san Juan Island 
had to offer.”
  — Brynne Taylor, Indiana University
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Amy Haymond and her Adopt-a-student sponsor Laura Long.
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robert T. paine, who died in June at the age of 83, was an internationally 
respected ecologist who had many – although largely indirect – ties to FHL.  Bob 
was a marine ecologist but his intellectual influence is felt in all ecosystems as well 
as in theory.  In 1969 he coined the term “keystone species” to describe animals 
that are critical to the functioning of a whole community even though their 
numbers are small – the same way that the keystone in the photo below keeps 
a whole arch from collapsing.  He documented the role of the seastar Pisaster 
in controlling the types and diversity of other organisms on pacific Northwest 
rocky shores: Pisaster consume large mussels that can outcompete other sessile 
species when their numbers are not kept in check.  Bob eventually expanded on 
this concept to consider “trophic cascades,” describing how the influence of one 
species at the top of a food web (such as a sea otter) can be felt not just by their 
prey (sea urchins) but by the next level down in a food web (kelp) – so that the 
influence of the top species “cascades” down the food web. 

While Bob’s entire career was spent as a faculty member at the University of 
Washington (from 1962 to 1998, when he retired to a very active Emeritus status), 
he was only-partially-jokingly scornful of the quiet waters of the san Juans relative 
to the wave-exposed outer coast, especially Tatoosh Island where he did most 
of his work.  Despite him joking about FHL being in the “ecological backwaters,” 
many of Bob’s graduate students did their field and lab work at FHL.  The Labs’ 
library shelves hold many dissertations of work done here that have Bob’s 
signature on the cover page as advisor.  These start in the 1970s with paul Dayton, 
Bruce Menge, gretchen Lambert and Ken sebens, and continue into the 2000s 
with Chris Harley and Mar Wonham.  These dissertations are Too Numerous To 
Count (“TNTC” as we ecologists say) and on diverse topics and systems, although 
always including some community ecology.  Many of Bob’s students and grand-
students still spend time at FHL, including ourselves, Jen ruesink and Ken sebens 
(UW Biology).  Jen’s past student sylvia yang is teaching part of the Marine Biology 
Quarter here this fall.  Jen and Ken both have students doing dissertation research 
here, including Katie Dobkowski, Mo Turner, Alex Lowe, Derek smith, Chris Wells, 
and Will King.  FHL Advancement Board members Drew Harvell, Chuck greene, 
gordy robilliard and Mimi Koehl all had different major professors but credit Bob 
with a significant part of their intellectual development.  Thus, Bob’s larger-than-
life presence still makes itself felt!  Despite our lack of wave action here on san 
Juan Island, Bob 
did like to visit 
and would agree 
to give lectures 
and seminars 
if he was given 
good food and 
drink thereafter.  
We miss him, 
and are proud 
to have been his 
students.    n  

Bob Paine: remembering
a keystone
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Spring Quarter (March 27 – June 2)

The ZOO-BOT QUArTEr
students participate in 3 courses, plus optional 
seminar:
1. Marine Zoology  
2. Marine Botany     
3. research in Marine Biology
(optional)  Marine sciences seminar

MArINE BIOLOgy QUArTEr
students select 3-4 courses, plus optional 
seminar:
1. Marine Mammals of the salish sea  
2. science Writing for Diverse Audiences
3.   Integrative Oceans
4. Introduction to probability & statistics
(optional)  Marine sciences seminar

Summer Session A (June 12 – July 14)
•	 Marine Invertebrate Zoology 
•	 Marine protists 
•	 Comparative Invertebrate Embryology 
•	 Neuroethology

Summer Quarter B (July 17 – August 18)
•	 Ecology	&	Conservation	of	Marine		Birds	 
 & Mammals 
•	 Science	Communication
•	 Fish	Swimming
•	 Invasion	Biology

Blinks – BEACON Internship Program  
NSF REU / Research Experiences for   
Undergraduates (approx June 12 – August 5)

Scientific Diving Workshop, 2 weeks in August 
(tentative)

Autumn Quarter (September 27 – December 8)

rEsEArCH ApprENTICEsHIp 
•	 Pelagic	Ecosystem	Function	in	the	 
 san Juan Archipelago

MArINE BIOLOgy QUArTEr
•		 Biology	of	Fishes
•	 Comparative	Animal	Physiology
•		 Creative	Writing	Lab
•	 Integrative	Oceanography
•		 Marine	Biology	
•	 Marine	Sciences	Seminar
•		 Reading	and	Writing	the	Marine	 
 Environment
•		 Research	in	Marine	Biology
•		 Science	Writing

COUrsEs2017

subject to change.  please find updated listings at
http://depts.washington.edu/fhl/stu_index.html

by Megan Dethier & David Duggins
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by Megan Dethier & David Duggins

AND OUr COMMUNIT y 

funding for the FHLsOp, some of which originally came from UW, 
is now a community effort – participating schools contribute 
to the budget as does FHL, but much of the funding comes via 
private donors, local businesses, Wells Fargo Foundation, san 
Juan Island Community Foundation and its Women’s Fund, port of 
Friday Harbor and the FHL annual Jazz at the Labs fundraiser.
       Our connections to the community now have additional 
elements besides these lessons in the classrooms.  The young 
Investigator prize is given annually to a local high school junior 
who receives a paid summer internship to work with a mentor 
at FHL;  most of these yIp recipients have gone on to be science 
majors in college and even into graduate school.  From 2009 
to 2013, we also connected with high schools on san Juan, 
Orcas, and Lopez (as well as in seattle) with a National science 
Foundation-funded gK-12 program.  This program provided 
fellowships to UW graduate students to spend at last 10 hours 
a week through the school year in a high school environmental 
science classroom, being mentored by a science teacher in the 
challenging job of teaching high school students – and in turn 
supporting the teacher with their knowledge of science and 
careers.  All the participants in this program came away much 
better communicators; if you can engage high school students, 
you can engage anyone! 
        One of the final recipients of this funding, Derek smith, found 
a real passion for teaching high school and now has been hired 
as the director of the new sTEM Center (science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math) at the FH High school – while still working 
to finish his phD dissertation!  With participation from Labbies and 
other community members, the sTEM center works to build rOVs 
and electric cars, learn movie-editing and many other science-
engineering skills.  Another FHL ‘alum’, Tim Dwyer, is the high 
school biology teacher at spring street International school.  We 
are very proud of our solid connections with the Friday Harbor 
community.    n    

To learn about FHLSOP projects for 
each grade, please see our website: 
http://depts.washington.edu/fhlk12/

index.html.

You can help support the FHL 
Science Outreach Program by 

donating online at http://tinyurl.
com/FHLSOP or contacting Rachel 

Anderson at 206-616-0760, 
rachelea@uw.edu. 

       The FHL science Outreach program (FHLsOp) began unofficially 
and small in 1997 when our son peter was in first grade at the 
FH Elementary school, with “best-ever” teacher Bruce robinson 
(recently featured in the green crab Tide Bite).  someone donated 
a large aquarium to the classroom and Bruce asked if we could 
put some marine organisms in it for the children to learn from, 
so we did – with a very funky chilling unit that liked to ice over, 

and lots of plumbing 
issues.  Out of that 
gradually grew 
the whole FHLsOp, 
with David taking 
the lead on finding 
funding and scaling 
the program up.  We 
now maintain a nice 
large aquarium in the 
central hallway of the 
Elementary school, 
where all the students 
(and staff) enjoy it.  It 
has a real chiller, but 
we still struggle with 
plumbing issues!  
       Officially, the 
FHLsOp started in 
2001 as a partnership 
between Friday Harbor 
Labs, san Juan Island 
school District, spring 
street International 
school and san Juan 
Islands Conservation 
District with Jenny 
roberts as program 

Director.  With the efforts of many people, especially the energy 
and inspiration of Jenny and her assistants, the program grew 
steadily until the present.  FHLsOp staff now bring science into 
every grade in the public schools on san Juan Island, as well as to 
spring street International school.  These programs get students 
involved in the process of science, and range from show-and-tell 
events for the youngest children, to marine invertebrate lessons 
that we do with the 3rd grade, to salmon hatching and release, to 
watershed and water quality studies, to invasive species studies 
with DNA work, to research Vessel Centennial trips, beach seines 
and more (http://depts.washington.edu/fhlk12/index.html).  The 
FHLsOp has been a critical link connecting the community – via 
its children – to FHL, so we are no longer “those weird people at 
the bug station” – or at least not as much!  graduates from Friday 
Harbor schools know a lot more marine science than others.  The 

Science Outreach 

David Duggins (white hat) working with third  
graders at Argyle beach in 2001.  
photo: Megan Dethier

Beatrice grauman-Boss, 2016’s young 
Investigator prize recipient.  Bea worked 
primarily with Colette Feehan, FHL 
postdoc.  photo: Caroline grauman-Boss
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        Adam summers and Beth Brainerd, former students of 
the Iate Karel Liem, joined together with FHL Director Billie 
swalla to create plans for the Karel F. Liem Bioimaging Facility 
at FHL in the fall of 2014.  Honoring the beloved ichthyologist 
and FHL instructor Karel Liem, the group envisioned a lab 
that offered students and researchers from around the 
world open access to state of the art imaging equipment.  
The missing component was a microCT scanner.   These 
early conversations resulted in a successful fundraising 
effort.  generous donations from private individuals, 
family foundations, the UW College of the Environment, 
the UW College of Arts and sciences and other individual 
departments together supported the purchase of the Belgian 
microCT scanner that arrived at FHL last fall.  

        Beth Brainerd, professor of Ecology and Evolutionary 
Biology at Brown University, has a longstanding connection 
with FHL.  When Beth is here, she works with the fish class, 
mentors rEU (NsF research Experiences for Undergraduates) 
students, and focuses her research on biomechanics and 
functional morphology.  The new CT scanner is integral to 
her research.  Beth was also recently appointed as an affiliate 
faculty member in the Biology Department at the UW.
        Adam summers, known as “the Fish guy,” teaches the 
Fish Class at FHL and Comparative physiology at UW seattle.  
He has embarked on a project to digitize the nearly 30,000 
species of fish on our planet.  Using the CT scanner, Adam 
and his many collaborators take a series of x-ray images from 
different angles.  These images are then combined to create a 
three-dimensional image.  His goal is to have high-resolution, 
3-D visual replicas online and available to everyone to 
download for free.  Adam’s expertise on fish also extends to 
Hollywood. Adam recently worked with pixar to advise on 
fish movements for the box-office success “Finding Dory.”   
We are looking forward to Adam and Beth’s future research 
collaborations at FHL!    n

UpDATE: K ArEL F.  L IEM 
BIOIMAgINg FACILIT y

Research
       Funding 
Carrington, Emily, PI, Washington Sea Grant. Mussel attachment in a 
high CO2 world: an integrated ecomaterials approach. 2014–2018. 

Cordell, Jeff, PI; Co-PIs: Megan Dethier, Emily Howe, and Jason Toft, 
Washington Sea Grant. shoreline Armoring removal: synthesis and 
Assessment of restoration Effectiveness in puget sound. 2016–2018.

Dethier, Megan, PI, Department of Natural Resources. Long-term 
monitoring and focus studies in shoreline biota in puget sound. 
2013–2017. 

Dethier, Megan, PI; CoPIs: Jeff Cordell, Jason Toft, Snohomish 
County. Estuary and salmon restoration program. railroad grade 
beach nourishment planning. 2015-2017.

Dethier, Megan, subcontract Estuary and Salmon Restoration 
Program; PI: South Puget Sound Salmon Enhancement Group. 
Effects of bulkhead removal on beaches and their biota. 2016-2018.

Dethier, Megan, PI; Co-PI: Jennifer Ruesink, Washington Sea Grant. 
relative strengths of factors causing post-settlement mortality in 
juvenile clams in diverse WA waters. 2016–2018.

Foe, Victoria, PI,  Seaver Institute. Colliding Polymerases. Does 
replication fork collision with pol 2 activate downstream gene 
expression? 2011–2018.

Hodin, Jason, PI, Stanford University. Turbulence-spurred settlement: 
Deciphering a newly recognized class of larval response. 2015-2017.

Klinger, Terrie, PI; Co-PIs: Thomas Leschine, James W. Murray, 
Kenneth Sebens, NSF. IgErT Award: Integrative graduate Training in 
Ocean Change. 2011–2016.

Murray, James W., PI, Educational Foundation of America. Ocean 
Acidification Mesocosm Experiments. 2011–2016.

Sebens, Kenneth, PI; Co-PIs: Alex Gagnon, Danny Grunbaum, Jan 
Newton, Billie Swalla, NSF. Ocean Observatory system at FHL that will 
monitor local ocean change and provide real-time data to scientists. 
2014–2017. 

Summers, Adam, PI; Co-PI: Megan Dethier, NSF. research 
Experiences for Undergraduates: Integrative Biology and Ecology of 
Marine Organisms. 2010–2017.

Summers, Adam, PI, UW CoMotion. Developing and testing 
prototypes of suction cups based on clingfish physiology. 2016-2017. 

Summers, Adam, PI;  Co-PI: Petra Ditsche, UW Royalty Research 
Fund, RRF. Bioprospecting for attachment mechanisms in a fouled 
environment. 2015–2016.

Summers, Adam, PI: NSF. Collaborative research:  An integrative 
approach to the performance and evolution of high performance 
suctorial disks in fishes. 2012–2017.

Swalla, Billie, PI, NSF. BEACON  “Bio/Computational Evolution in Action 
CONsortium.”  Fosters interactions between computer scientists, 
engineers, and evolutionary biologists to solve contemporary 
problems. 2011–2021.

Swalla, Billie, PI, Seeley Fund. Ocean research on Tetiaroa. 2015-2017. 

Truman, Jim, PI; Co-PI: Lynn Riddiford, Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute. Crustacean Neurobiology. 2016-2021.    n
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We are incredibly grateful for the support that we 
receive from FHL community members near and far. 
you help support students — undergraduate, post-
baccalaureate, and graduate — from all parts of the world.  
you fund critical faculty fellowships.  you make it a reality 
for students to partake in scholarly exchange abroad.  
you support the purchase of cutting-edge scientific 
equipment and its maintenance.  you contribute to the 
mission of the Whiteley Center and its scholars.  you work 
as faculty or staff at the Labs or offer support from the 
main campus.  you serve on our Advancement Board or 
the Whiteley Committee.  you include us in your planned 
giving.  you assist with K-12 outreach in the Friday Harbor 
schools.  you volunteer at the FHL Open House, participate 
in citizen science projects, and crew on the r/V Centennial.  
As part of the FHL Community, you do ALL this and MUCH 
MORE and we thank you!  We are stronger TOGETHER as a 
community.

 What a great year 2016 has been!  As we move forward 
with a new UW Campaign, we have great news to share 
about FHL endowments and the generosity behind them. 

First, let’s begin with an update on the endowments we 
introduced in last year’s Intertidal Tidings, honoring two 
very special individuals with strong ties to Friday Harbor 
Laboratories: professor Eugene Kozloff and professor 
pamela roe.  We will continue to actively fundraise for 
both, but are pleased to report that the endowments are 
established and will be supporting students this coming 
year!  

The Eugene N. Kozloff Endowment will support 
undergraduate students.  professor Kozloff – affectionately 
known as Koz – taught at FHL for over 40 years, and in 
those years changed the lives and careers of hundreds 
of undergrads.  He also had a profound impact on his 
many friends and colleagues.  It is our true honor to know 
professor Kozloff and to share his love of the natural world 
with future generations of FHL students.

professor pamela roe, also admired for her kind spirit 
and love for students and marine biology, likewise taught 
for more than 40 years at California state University 
stanislaus.  she was a grad student at FHL and earned a phD 
working with professor Alan Kohn.  This new endowment 
will support future graduate students at FHL.  We would 
be delighted to see students from CsU stanislaus come to 
Friday Harbor as pam did years ago.  A special thanks to the 
“Friends of pam” who kindly joined together to create and 
fund the Pamela Roe Graduate Student Endowed Fund 

Our FHL Community 
that honors their special friend and scientist.

We are also thrilled to announce a number of new 
endowments created in 2016:

· Frederic H. & Kirstin C. Nichols Graduate Fellowship
· Marine Life Endowed Faculty Fellowship
· Trish Morse Endowed Scholarship – Japan/U.S. Exchange  
· Turn Point Endowed Faculty Fellowship 

We gratefully acknowledge the generosity of FHL community 
members who stepped forward to create and fund these new 
endowments.  As Fred Nichols kindly noted,  “We are very pleased 
to be able to help present and future graduate students, much 
as we benefited from such support back then.”  Fred and his wife 
Kirsten (Kris) met at FHL in Lab 2 in 1969!  

The Trish Morse Endowed scholarship was created to honor 
Trish in conjunction with the Edward sylvester Morse Institute’s 
5-year anniversary.  This scholarship celebrates Trish’s vision of 
Japan-U.s. scholarly exchange and her indefatigable spirit.

We’ll share more about these new endowments and their 
enduring impacts in upcoming FHL publications.  We are truly 
delighted and appreciative, as these new fellowships and 
scholarships will foster the long tradition of tremendous learning 
and research opportunities at Friday Harbor Labs. 

We are also pleased to announce that the paul L. Illg 
Distinguished Lectureship committee has created a new 
Illg Scholarship Fund for post-baccalaureate and graduate 
students participating in FHL Invertebrate Zoology or related 
courses.  generous donations have funded the Illg Distinguished 
Lectureship Endowment to the point that it will fund the lectures 

Akiko Iwata, Trish Morse, Motonori Hoshi and gretchen Lambert. 

by rachel Anderson
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Matt
Kolmann
Matt received his phD in 
Ecology and Evolutionary 
Biology from University 
of Toronto and a Master’s 
in Biological science from 
Florida state University. The 
focus of Matt’s research at 
Friday Harbor is investigating 
how prey biomaterials 
influence the evolution of 
their predator’s anatomy 

and behavior.  Matt is a comparative vertebrate anatomist, the sort 
of scientist who investigates form, function, and biodiversity by 
examining how different groups of animals solve similar problems.  
For example, Matt’s work has focused on how some predators eat 
particularly tough or hard prey materials and how differences in diet 
and anatomy have driven the evolution of entire groups of animals, 
notably Neotropical freshwater stingrays.  He will be focusing on 
several projects at Friday Harbor Labs: how filter feeding forage fishes 
strain plankton from the water and how hard-prey-eating freshwater 
rays crush their prey.  Matt is working with Dr. Adam summers, a 
professor at Friday Harbor Labs, as well as several collaborators in 
south America and Canada.  n

in perpetuity as it stands.  paul Illg was known as an incredible 
mentor to FHL graduate students, so the committee determined 
that the best way to further honor him would be to help support 
FHL graduate students with the creation of this new current-use 
student support fund.  

The long list of FHL endowments and annual funds on page 8 
tells an incredible story: the legacy of FHL community members 
joining TOgETHEr to accomplish the remarkable.  To make a gift 
online, please visit the FHL giving page at http://tinyurl.com/
FHLgiving/

Thank you for being TOgETHEr, as part of the FHL community!

Anne received a phD in 
geosciences from princeton 
University in 2015 and is currently 
a post-doctoral associate at 
the Joint Institute for the study 
of the Atmosphere and Ocean 
(JIsAO) at UW. Her research with 
Alexander gagnon, an assistant 
professor with the UW school of 
Oceanography, focuses on how 
calcifying organisms respond 
to environmental change – 
especially ocean acidification. 
At Friday Harbor Labs, Anne is 

conducting novel experiments that will identify which variables of the 
ocean carbonate system have the largest effect on calcification. These 
experiments will help determine if recent calcification in northeast 
pacific deep sea corals are anomalous and will help better predict how 
coral calcification will respond to future change.   n                   

Anne 
gothmann

Jason’s fascination with 
metamorphosis began in 
earnest as a phD student 
in what was then the 
Zoology department at 
UW, studying one of the 
classic examples of animal 
metamorphosis: insects.  
During those years, he was 
introduced to the many 
incredible metamorphoses 
in the marine realm when 
he took the Comparative 
Invertebrate Embryology and 
the inaugural Evolution of 
Developmental Mechanisms 

courses at Friday Harbor Labs.  After a few post-doctoral years teaching 
college Biology and Environmental studies in the Northwest, he 
fortuitously ended up in professor David Epel’s group at Hopkins 
Marine station, where he began working on high school-directed 
web media projects related to ocean science and climate change.  He 
returned to Friday Harbor Labs as a senior research scientist in early 
2016, carrying on his dual career in larval biology and metamorphosis 
in marine invertebrates, especially sea urchins, as well as in educational 
web media.    n                   

Jason Hodin

Next-gen
researchers... 
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photo: Kathleen Ballard
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Adopt-A-Student Endowed Fund 

Adopt-A-Student Program Fund

Anne Hof Blinks Fellowship in Marine Biology

Beatrice Crosby Booth Endowed scholarship

Emily Carrington Endowed student Travel support                
        Fund 

Discretionary Fund 

Ellie Dorsey Memorial Fund

patricia L. Dudley Endowment

Ellis preserves Fund (via Discretionary Fund)

robert L. Fernald Endowment Fellowship

paul L. Illg scholarship Fund 

Dynamic Imaging Maintenance Fund

K-12 science Outreach program Fund 

Alan J. Kohn Endowed Fellowship 

Eugene N. Kozloff Endowment

Charles Lambert Memorial Endowment

Karel F. Liem Fish Biology Endowment

Karel Liem Morphology Imaging Fund

Macfarlane Art studio Endowment 

Larry McEdward Memorial Fund (via Discretionary Fund)

Marine Field Equipment Endowment

Marine Life Endowed Faculty Fellowship

Marine Life Endowment
Marine Science Fund
Mellon research Training Faculty scholarship

Trish Morse Endowed Scholarship – Japan / U.s.     
        Exchange 

Edward sylvester Morse Institute 

Frederic H. and Kirstin C. Nichols Endowed graduate  
        Fellowship 

Brooks and suzanne Ragen Endowed scholarship 

Christopher g. Reed Endowed Fund 

Research Apprenticeship Program Endowment 

Research Apprenticeship Program Fund 
graduate Research Fellowship Endowment 

Ellis B. Ridgway Fellowship Fund 

pamela Roe graduate student Endowed Fund

research Fund: Sea Star Wasting Disease
Seagrass Conservation project

Kenneth p. Sebens Endowed student support Fund 

richard r. and Megumi F. Strathmann Endowed  
        Fellowship

Turn Point Endowed Faculty Fellowship 

stephen and ruth Wainwright Endowed Fellowship

Helen riaboff Whiteley Center Endowment Fund 

Arthur and Helen Whiteley Fellow Endowment 

Arthur H. Whiteley Memorial Fund

Dennis Willows Director’s Endowed professorship    n

FUNDs & 
           ENDOWMENTsCENTErWhiteley

Yan Abeledo, Academy phillippines.  Focused on assemblage art 
pieces and scholarly writing.

Gerald Baldasty, UW provost and Executive Vice president.  Worked 
on a report “UW provost reports on Trends and Issues in Higher 
Education.”

Lauren Buckley, UW – Biology.  Finished data analysis and began a 
manuscript which extends her previous model of butterfly ecology 
and evolution. 

John Campbell, UCLA – Neurobiology.  Continued working with 
his son gordon on evolutionary theory, with the long-term goal of 
formulating an extension to the Darwinian theory of evolution.

Doug Eernisse, CsU Fullerton – Biology.  Worked on a Henricia 
systematics paper with Megumi strathmann (UW–FHL).

Joseph Felsenstein, UW – Biology.  Finished authoring a graduate-level 
textbook on evolutionary biology, “Theoretical population genetics.”

George Gilchrist, NsF – Environmental Biology.  Worked on a model 
of the interplay between demographic changes in population size 
due to overwintering mortality and the adaptive evolution of thermal 
sensitivity.

Mike Honey, UW Tacoma – African American History, Labor, Ethnic 
studies.  Worked on a new book about labor union activist James 
Lawson.

Karen Kingsolver, Duke University – Department of Community and 
Family Medicine.  Created a program for physician coaching to reduce 
physician burnout.

Bruce Nelson, UW – Earth & space sciences.  Developed a new line of 
research focusing on toxic metals in the salish sea.

Susan Middleton, independent photographer.  Focused on the 
developmental stages of marine invertebrates.

Bob Podolsky, College of Charleston – Biology.  studied the effects of 
egg mass design on susceptibility to ocean acidification.

Véronique Robigou, UW – Oceanography.  Created new paintings 
inspired by landscapes and fauna of the pacific Northwest.

Joan Rudd, independent writer/artist.  Wrote and illustrated books 
utilizing the Macfarlane Art studio.

Julia Sigwart, Queen’s University Marine Laboratory.  Worked 
on a book commissioned as part of a new series on species and 
systematics.

Genevieve Tremblay, Cornish College of the Arts – Design.  Continued 
an art project that identifies fish inhabiting Bellevue’s lowland lakes 
and streams for a public art proposal.     n

For details about individual endowments, 
please visit the FHL website.

some of the Whiteley scholars hosted in 2016  
and their projects: 
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We wish to acknowledge our many contributors for their  
kind and generous support of students and programs at FHL. 

sea star society 
William & Karin Agosta
Clara Asnes & Marcus Berliant
Mary & Michael Bills
Elizabeth Brainerd & Timothy Hiebert
Lyman B. Brainerd Jr. Family Foundation
glen & Debra Bruels
William Calvin & Katherine graubard 
Cask & schooner / Tops‘l restaurant
Michael Cavey
Jeanne & Jay Christofferson
Cornell University Foundation
paul & Linnea Dayton
El Dorado Community Foundation
richard Emlet
Charles & Melissa Froland
gary gero
Inta & Dave gotelli
Krista gustus Noël
Charles greene & Drew Harvell
Michael & Carolyn Hadfield
Melvin & Florence Harrison
Carolyn Haugen
Colin Hermans
Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Alan Kabat
susan Kidwell
Clyde Kirkman
Alan Kohn
Eugene & Anne Kozloff
gretchen Lambert
susanne Lawrenz-Miller
Jeffrey Levinton & Joan Miyasaki
samuel & Laura Long
robert & Janet Macfarlane
Dennis Willows & susan Mahoney
Florence McAlary
Kimberly smith Miller 
Claudia Mills
M. patricia Morse
Frederic & Kirstin Nichols
Claus Nielsen
Lesley & Kenneth Nilsson
rita & Charles O‘Clair
Diane & James Olshefsky
Joann Otto
Dianna padilla
Donald & Kathleen peek
Anthony & Wendy pires

Sea Star Society Members are donors who contributed $1,000 or more this past year.

FHL Contributors
A & H stores, Incorporated
gregory Anderson & patsy Dickinson
rachel & Mark Anderson
sarah Armstrong
grace Bakus
Michael Baltzley & Maia Jones
Linda Beidleman
Jack & sherry Bell
Binney-Johnson Corporation
Charles & Mei Tsu Birkeland
John & Carol Bishop
Judith Bland
stephen & Cameron Bloom
Anne Boettcher & Daniel Martin
Constance & Lewis Branscomb
gayle Brenchley & susan White
Diana Brooks
gwen Burzycki
Madelyn Busse
Christine Byrum
C & E publication
Carpet Connection, Inc.
John Carrier

Thank you

rebecca & robert pohlad
yvonne powell
Mary rice
gordon & Helen robilliard
Charles ross
san Juan Island Community Foundation
Kevin schofield
Allen & Joan schuetz
The seaver Institute
Barbara & H. parker selby 
David shank 
Thalia & richard shorett
William & Versa stickle Jr.
richard & Megumi strathmann
Billie swalla
susan & george swindells
george & Barbara Von gehr
rick Vosburg & Diane Kromm
Benjamin & Charles Walcott
Wells Fargo Foundation
Colleen & george Willoughby 
sarah Woodin & David Wethey
russel & Cheryl Zimmer

sharon Chia
Cynthia Claxton & Mark Ohman
stephen Clayton
richard & rita Cloney
Cynthia Cohen & peter Barschall
Coldwell Banker real Estate, sJI
Ilsa & roger Coleman
Joseph & Margaret Connell
Clayton & susan Cook
Elaine Corets
Darrel Cowan
Bruce & Terry Crawford
samuel & Jennifer Crickenberger
Burke Critchfield
William Cruce
Carla D’Antonio & Thomas Dudley
David & sharon Damkaer
robert Dash
Teresa & Norman Degraaff 
Jody Deming
Danna Diaz
Judith Donegan
Christopher Dungan

Charles & Christine Eaton
Edward Eddy
Lise Eliot & William Frost
A. Herbert & Billee Ershig
Evantage Direct Corporation
Frank Fagan
Lawrence Field & Deborah Dwyer
stephanie Flora
Elaine Frazel
Eleri & William Frazier
Friday Harbor Drug
Hirosuke Fujisawa
paul Fukushima
Luis & Olga Fuste
Charles galt
Nick gidmark
paralee & ronald gill
rhanor & Martha gillette
sarah gilman
Alice graham
Carl & Bonnie granquist
Caroline grauman-Boss
John greger Jr.

Gifts received from 11/1/15 –11/1/16

FUNDs & 
           ENDOWMENTs

photo at top: lilly3/istock/Thinkstock

FOr yOUr sUppOr T



Michael grove
James & Mary guard
LaVerne Hampel
penny & Marvin Harrison
russ & Victoria Hebert
gordon Hendler
Carole Hickman
paul & Alice Hill
susan Hine
Eric Hoberg
Taina Honkalehto & Edward Melvin
richard & Margaret Hudson
shinya & sylvia Inoue
Intel Corporation
Island petroleum services
Islanders Insurance
Erika & Vikram Iyengar
steven Jacquier
Laurinda Jaffe & Mark Terasaki
Mary Johanson
Diane & Dave Johnson
William Jones & Bette Nicotri
William & Carol Kem
stephen & rita Kempf
David Kennedy
Kings Market
Khristina Kline & Maureen Nolan
george Kowallis
Alvin & Verla Kwiram
Michael La Barbera
Edie Lambert & Lloyd Levine
sharon Lannan
Jane Lubchenco & Bruce Menge
Luxel Corporation
richard & Elizabeth Lyons
James & Ella Markham
yoshihiko Maruyama
Irina Masinovsky
sonya Masinovsky
Michele Masuda
Catherine McFadden & paul Clarke
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Microsoft Corporation
Mike’s Café and Wine Bar
Carol & ronald Miles
Bruce & Aase Marie Miller
Douglas & Maureen Miller
Tetsuto Miyashita
Marilyn & scott Montgomery
Laurel Moreno
Alexander & Ann Motten
george & pauline Mulligan
James & Elizabeth Murray

Warren & Elaine Nagano
patricia Otto
Mario & Nellie pamatmat
Edward & Insuk park
Leonard passano & Elizabeth Howe
John & ruth pearce
Vicki & John pearse
Katie peichel & steve Frogett
Daniel penttilla
pEO sisterhood Chapter IU
Louise perlman
Bruno pernet
roy plotnick & Deborah stewart
Don pollard & Dave ralston
post san Juan
robert price
Lynn riddiford & James Truman
steven rissing & Janet Lukacs
Véronique robigou & Bruce Nelson
robilliard Family Trust
roche Harbor resort
Jennifer & Todd roberts
Mark & sandra ronan
David rumolo
san Juan Interiors
san Juan propane
san Juan Vineyards
gordon & Angela sangster
Vijay & Mary sarthy
Jane sawyer
scott & susan schwinge
Alex shapiro
John shelton
Osamu & Akemi shimomura
Thomas & susan shirley
richard & Harriet showman
sandra shumway
Charles simenstad & stephanie Martin
James slock
Nancy smith
Craig smith & Melissa smith-Zaninovich
Larry soll & Nancy Maron
James & Karen spaulding
John & Marilyn spieth
raymond stephens
gary & susan sterner
Andrea & Walter stile III
David & Marcie stone
Karla & saul strieb
Kimbal sundberg & Debra Clausen
sherman suter
Anne sylvester & stephen Herbert
renee Takesue

Nancy & robert Taniguchi
Erik Thuesen
Valmark, Inc.
Leslie & Val Veirs
pedro & Lumi Verdugo
gay & richard Vogt
sam Wainright
Kerstin Wasson
susan Waters
Jeffrey Wells
ross Whippo
Lee Whitford
susan Williams & Bruce Nyden
patrick K. Williams
Matthew Wilson
Wilson Motors Bellingham
John Wootton & Catherine pfister
Carla Wright
Bruce & pamela Wyckoff
sylvia & russell yamada
Lydia Zepeda
Hong Zhou & William Lavely    n

To make a gift online please go to: 
http://tinyurl.com/FHLgiving/

Billie swalla, Director    
bjswalla@uw.edu

rachel Anderson,  Asst. Director for 
Advancement rachelea@uw.edu

sandra schumann,  senior Director 
for  Advancement, College of the 
Environment schumsa@uw.edu

For more information about 
supporting FHL, please contact us:

support UW Friday Harbor Labs with a 
planned gift. planned gifts can provide 
you with income, directly impact 
programs today, and/or take effect in the 
future through a provision in your will. 
They can be made with cash, stock, real 
estate, artwork, or other assets.
Learn more about options for  
giving by contacting:  
FHL Advancement or  
Marcie Hinthorne at the  
UW Office of planned giving  
at 206-616-6814

www.uwfoundation.org/plannedgiving

planned giving
Make a decision today  
to help Friday Harbor Labs  
in the future.

Thank you FOr yOUr sUppOr T (CONTINUED)
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FrOM THE

On October 21st, seattle was lit up in purple as 
the University of Washington kicked off an ambitious 
campaign to raise over five billion dollars in the coming 
years.  Friday Harbor Laboratories’ goal is to raise over 
$20 million by the end of the campaign.  Hang on to 
your hats, and stand with FHL and the College of the 
Environment, TOgETHEr.

UW’s campaign goals are transforming the student 
experience, expanding the impact of the UW’s research, 
empowering possibility through innovation, and 
driving the public good.  Our FHL campaign priorities 
are similar, to raise money for student support for our 
experiential courses and Faculty support to teach those 
courses and continue World-class research.  We are also 
honing the conversation for a new Education Center for 
FHL that includes a Lecture Hall and Welcome Center.  
We’ve had two separate architecture groups at FHL this 
fall, looking at our current space and designing new 
future space for us.  We can do these ambitious projects 
TOgETHEr.

Research – The microCT scanner has been busy 
all year, with many visitors coming with their boxes 
of fish and other marine animals to scan at FHL.  
We’ve bought the equipment for the FHL Ocean 
Observatory (FHLOO) and are working to establish a 
mooring for the monitoring.  We welcome Jim Truman 
and Lynn riddiford from Janelia Farms back to FHL, 
working in Lab 10 on crustacean development and 
metamorphosis.

Teaching – We continue to offer Marine Biology 
courses and FHL Apprenticeships at FHL.  The Three 
seas program from Northeastern University is bringing 
students to FHL in fall and spring for the coming years.  

professor Billie swalla,
FHL Director

We have world-class summer courses and instructors 
– check out our schedule for 2017 at  
http://depts.washington.edu/fhl/stu_index.html.

Staff – Meegan Corcoran has been hired as the 
Manager of Marine Operations, and the Centennial 
has received many critical improvements to continue 
research and teaching excursions for FHL research, 
courses and outreach.  Necessary rate increases for 
shiptime prompted us to pioneer a new Adopt-a-Trip 
program which helps fund educational trips:  
http://depts.washington.edu/fhl/adopt.html. 

  Mark Tetrick is settling into his first year as 
FHL Administrator, and we are tackling salary 
compression as the new $15.00 minimum wage hits 
the University of Washington in 2017.

Communication – We finished our third year 
of monthly Tide Bites to communicate scientific 
research to the public.  Thanks to the College of 
the Environment for their work in designing and 
updating a new FHL website, which we’ll be rolling 
out soon.

Best wishes to you and your families in 2017!   We 
hope the New year brings you the best life has to 
offer.  We are very thankful you are part of the FHL 
Community – TOgETHEr!    n
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Director...

TOGETHER!
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620 University road
Friday Harbor,  WA 98250

Change service requested

friday harbor laboratories

College of the Environment

To learn more about FHL, please visit our website at http://depts.washington.edu/fhl/.   Interested in receiving our 
e-newsletter or monthly Tide Bite e-mail about FHL research?  please contact us at fhlnews@uw.edu.

August 2016 Scientif c Diving course.  L-to-r, back row: griffi  n Hoins, Will Love (UW DsO), Julia Kobelt, Alan Verde (Instr), Jim Nestler (Instr).  Middle row: Dominic sivitilli, Katherine recinos, Chris roach,
Kai Barz, Daniel geldof, rigoberto Moreno Mendoza, Michael Caputo (Instr).  Front row: Jessica Nordstrom (TA), sierra Harding, Allison Northey, Jennifer renee, Jacquelyn Mart, pema Kitaeff  (FHL Dive  
Offi  cer / Course Instructor).  photo: Kathleen Ballard.


